
HEALTHY AND GOOD AIR
STARTS HERE...

Accessories Use and function
The package includes a Ionizers, USB cable, and a 
charger. Please carefully review the package, if 
relevant parts missing, please contact the seller.

This product is a mini-portable air  puri f ier,  
convenient and sleek, stylish and easy to carry,two
to three hours to fully charge, fully charged state 
can effectively work more than 20 hours.
*Outputs clean anion    
*Reduce the electrostatic
*Eliminate secondhand smoke and fresh air
*Improve lung function
*Removal of formaldehyde and peculiar smell
*Prevention air-condition disease

USB cable

charger

This product is suitable 
for individuals

Normal operation can 
release negative ions

Anion air purifier

Focus on air purifier area 25 years



Anion Profile Technical specifications
Anion, referring to the negative oxygen ions inthe air,it is 
not magic, nor is it a high-tech inventions, it is a widespread 
presence in the natural environment of air particles.Often 
there will be air respirable particulate pollutants, enterprise
exhausts, car exhaust, and so on, they make the air 
becomes cloudy, dirty, serious cause people suffer from 
various diseases. Most of these harmful pollutants are
losing electrons and positively charged display. If at
this time, anion intervention, positive and negative attraction
anion will soon be adsorption of these pollutants, sedimentation.
This is negativeion for optimized air principle.

Notes and Warranty
Repair add:No.1118 room,No.3 building,No58 East Xinjian
road,Minhang district,ShanghaiAfter-sales maintenance 
contact number：400-0860500

Symptom

Name      Type         buy time      repair time  Maintenance 
man

cause of 
issue

Power indicator
 does not light

if the power is turned on
Plug is loose or short circuit Connect the plug or change it

Turn on the power

Check item Remedy

Do not simultaneously 
contacting USB interface
 and Anion export

Do not turn on 
the switch when 
charging

Do not tear the 
nameplate

Do not disassemble

name Anion electronic masks
voltage

power
size

Type
Current

Weight
Anion outputs >2.25million/cm³

Anion output hole Hang rope buckle

Working 
indicator light

power switch

Tiny particles

Positively-charged substance

Small particles

Adsorbed falling-off

negative ion fall off the ground 

negative ion

Harmful substances in the air


